
JOLENE HEXX LOOKS
TO ADD ANOTHER
TITLE

Jolene 'The Valkyrie' Hexx has won every
major LFC title. She is the reigning
European champ, the reigning Booty
Camp champ and the reigning LFC
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champ. Now she is hoping to add the title
'most beautiful woman in the world' to her
resume. Hexx is one of several LFC
fighters and prospects competing for a
spot on the upcoming Goddess Among Us
reality series. Vote for your favorites at
www.goddesscontest.com

LFC38 CHEEKIEST
EVENT EVER?

Queen immortalized thicc posteriors in
their hit song Fat Bottomed Girls and
LFC38 took it one step further. The
Valentine's Day event saw several fighters
with ample... assets... entertain an
appreciative audience. From the opening
bout to the main event, shapely bottoms
were on full display. In fact, when Katie
'The Bombshell' Forbes was given the
opportunity to choose her own opponent in
the LFC's first ever open challenge she
didn't hesitate to pick the one fighter who's
rear end rivals her own: Bella 'Goddess of



Chaos' Madisyn. But not everyone was
happy about it as Bella and Coach Leon
Hater got into it after the bout. See the full
uncensored event at www.LFCfights.com

NEW FIGHTER HAS
BIG IMPACT

Milah Romanov is not your typical lingerie
fighter. Tipping the scales at 185lbs, she is,
in fact, the heaviest fighter to ever
compete at an LFC event. A last minute
replacement for Italian star Bianca Blance
who had to drop out of LFC39 with an
injury, Romanov didn't have much time to
get in shape. And frankly we're not sure
fans would want her to if the comments on
YouTube are any indication. LFC has
always prided itself on casting women of
all different shapes and sizes - variety is
the spice of life, after all. Check out the
uncensored event at www.LFCfights.com



and pay special attention to Romanov vs
Mia Annabella in the 2nd bout.

TOPLESS BELLA INK
TOPS VERONIKA
VALENTINE

The upcoming episode of LFC's wild reality
series, LFC: Exposed!, goes deep behind
the scenes of Ink vs Valentine at LFC35:
Booty Camp 3D. Ink, who would fight
naked if allowed, opted for a tiny bit of
modesty in the form of pasties as she took
on newcomer Veronika Valetine (Jenny's
older sister). That night the pasties stayed
in place (mostly) which cannot be said for
the recent LFC39 where Ink once again
fought topless, once again fought a
Valentine (Jenny rather than Veronika) and
once again didn't care one bit whether the
pasties stayed in place or not (spoiler alert:
they didn't!) The new episode drops May
15 exclusively at www.LFCfights.com and
the uncensored LFC39 is available now.
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